The Year of Polar Prediction (YOPP) SIDE MEETING
Tuesday - 19-June-2018 - 12:30 Hrs-14:00 Hrs
Room: A Dischma
Conveners: Thomas Jung, Helge Goessling, Kirstin Werner

AGENDA

12:30  Welcome and Purpose of the Meeting (Thomas Jung)

12:35  IEEE in the North and South Poles (INSP) – The science behind polar ice monitoring and INSP’s objectives (Siri Jodha Khalsa)

12:40  The Year of Polar Prediction (YOPP) - Overview and Update (Thomas Jung/Helge Goessling)

12:55  The Iceland-Greenland-Seas Project - A YOPP-endorsed Arctic Winter Campaign (Ian Renfrew)

13:05  Planning of the YOPP Special Observing Period in the Southern Hemisphere - Current State of Planning (David Bromwich)

13:15  Using Improved Polar Forecasts - Requirements and Requests - Strategy of the Societal and Economic Research and Applications Task Team for YOPP (Machiel Lamers)


13:35  Panel discussion

13:55  Wrap up and Closure (Thomas Jung)